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Address INGENET AUTOMATIZACION S.L. 
Poligono Industrial Torrezar Edificio 3, 
Nave 2 
48470 Orozko

Country Spain

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Among the different products Arisens has developed, AriVolume & AriScann have been specifically developed thinking in the glass industry 

AriVolume - ariVolume allows to measure the bottle capacity at the HOT and COLD end. 
The equipment is the result of changing the current measurement concept based on water filling, for another concept which is absolutely NEW and
based on fluid dynamics. 
Advantages:

FAST. It measures a cold bottle in 15-20´´.
PRECISE. We manage an error of 0.1%. 1cc in a 1000 cc bottle.
NON DESTRUCTIVE TESTING. Do not use water or any other odd element, this allows not to discard the bottle.
TREND. TRACEABILITY. Ideal to have real-time information of capacity value and deviation by mould.
ANY SIZE of bottle can be measured
ADAPTABILITY. Based in the measurement of volume of any solid
EASY TO CARRY. Portable equipment

AriScann - AriScann aims to provide automatic mould scanning and measuring. The device provides highly accurate 3D scanning, along with a
specifically developed software that allows automatic dimensional control of moulds. 
Scans different parts of a mould and automatically constructs a full 3D model. 
Measures:

Internal and external diameters to desired levels – not to just the edges but the whole perimeter as well.
Internal Volume.
Wears on the mould surface.
Other: coupling, pomp-outs, ramps, cylindrical and conical diameters.
Base parameters: height, width, marks, diameter.

Advantages:

Measurement of the parameters IMPOSSIBLE to be measured with old traditional techniques
OBJECTIVE. It is not linked to worker’s expertise.
TRACEABILITY. Due to data historic measurements we know its evolution and its lifetime.
EASY TO CARRY. Portable equipment.
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